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diagrams suggest that possible protoliths for the first were tholeiitic island arc basalts and for 
the second group within-plate alkali basalts. The metamorphic rocks were formed between 
160-150 Ma ago when their protoliths were overthrusted by hot ultramafic slab reflecting the 
time of the beginning of compression i.e. closing stages of the ocean basin. The age of these 
metamorphic sole rocks is very close to the age obtained for the sole rocks in Zlatibor 
(Dinaride Ophiolite belt), the amphibolites at the Rogozna Mt. (Western Vardar ophiolite 
belt), as well as with the Ar/Ar ages obtained for the Albanian amphibolite soles (165-175 
Ma) and slightly younger than the sole rocks in Brezovica (over 170 Ma).  
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Many glacial traces as cirques and moraine deposits have been found and studied on the 

Athamanion Massif, Pindos chain (Hellas). The Athamanion Massif, is situated at a latitude 
between 39°22’N - 39°35’N and a longitude of 21°05’E – 21°15’E, includes some of the 
highest peaks of Hellas like, from North to South, Kakarditsa (2,429m), Chila Exida 
(2,254m), Katafidi (2,098m), Strogoula (2,112m), Gerakovouni (2,364m), Sxismeno Lithari 
(2,306m), Megalolivado (2,199m) and Sklava (2,088m). All this mountains show to have 
been interested affected by also impressive glacial features. The studies curried out allow 
determining, probably, that great glacial tongues were located in particular, along the eastern 
slopes from Tsouma Plastari to Kakarditsa, as well as in the valleys inside the Massif, like 
that of the Melissourghitikos and of the Xistras rivers. 

An impressive difference in moraines preservation has been observed between the 
eastern general slope of the Massif and the western one. It is due to the fragile and strongly 
eroded geological bodies outcropping along the last. 

Glacial circus, laterals and frontals moraines deposits have been recognised and 
mapped in the study area. Here and there also well preserved, seems to be referable to the last 
great glacial expansion, so called Wurm of alpine glacial, and to three periods of stasis during 
and after the glacial retreat. In particular the last and more recent moraine seems to be 
referable to the late glacial, but more data must be searched. 

The ELA of the maximum glacial expansion has been calculated by mean of the 
“average elevation” method, results lowered at about 1600m of elevation. 
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The Pliocene and Quaternary continental lithostratigraphy from the Wallachian 

Depression (situated between the South Carpathians and the Balkans) in Romania, named the 
Bucharest Group can be subbdivided into (progressively subsiding west to east from north-
eastward of the Romanian Plain): 1-Dacian Subgroup, characterized by the Dacian Area 
(Environment), predominantly alluvial plain, unconsolidated marshland, drained by the 
Dacian River Network (terrace free); 2-Wallachian Subgroup, characterized by the 
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